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Abstract. For a two-dimensionaltransverseconfigurationin a compressibleplasma a
magnetohydrodynamic
simulationof the Kelvin-Helmholtz(K-H) instabilityhasbeen
performed for a subfastshearflow. The simulationshowsthat after the linear growth and
the subsequentnonlinear saturationof the fastestgrowingvorticesthese vorticesare
susceptibleto vortex pairings,which occur becauseof the growth of subharmonics.The
total kinetic energy remains almost constantin the evolution of the instability,but the
enstrophydecreasesrapidly owingto the selectivedissipationby an artificial viscosity,
which is added to prevent mesh oscillations.Therefore the nonlinear evolution of the twodimensionaltransverseK-H instability,in particular, the successive
pairingsof vortices,are
well describedas a self-organizationprocessresultingfrom the interplay of the
nonlinearityand the dissipation.After the early stageof the instabilitydevelopmentthe
kinetic energyand the squaredvorticitycascadetoward the long wavelength(inverse
cascade)to form power law spectrain the wavenumberspace.The inversecascadein the
wavenumberspacecorresponds,in the configurationspace,to an emergenceof a large
isolatedflow vortex and an associatededdy of inertia current out of trains of small-scale
vorticesand current eddiesin the early stage.At the end of the simulationrun the power
law exponentsin the wavenumberspaceof the kinetic energy,the squaredvorticity, and
the magneticenergy,which are all integrated acrossthe initial flow direction, become
-3.89, -2.08, and -4.58, respectively,in the intermediatewavenumbersubrange.
1.

Introduction

The shearedflow is a ubiquitousfeature in spaceand astrophysicalplasmassuch as at the magnetopause,at the bowshock, and in the solar wind. It is also commonly observed
insidethe magnetosphere
asa consequence
of severaldifferent
magnetosphericdynamical processes.It is well known that
such shear flows are susceptibleto the Kelvin-Helmholtz
(K-H) instability,which is also called the shearinstabilityin
hydrodynamics[e.g., Dungey, 1955; Chandrasekhar,1961;
Southwood, 1968; Miura and Sato, 1978a, b; Walker, 1981;

Miura and Pritchett, 1982; Pu and Kivelson,1983]. Observational evidencesupportingthe occurrenceof the K-H instability at the terrestrial and planetary magnetopauseshas been
accumulated[e.g., Leppingand Burlaga, 1979; Schardtet al.,
1984; Chen et al., 1993; Seon et al., 1995; Kivelson and Chen,

1995].The studyof the nonlinear(finite-amplitude)evolution
of the K-H instabilityis important in understandingthe transport of momentum and energy [Miura, 1982, 1984] and an
emergenceof a large-scaleorder createdby the instability.The

of the two-dimensional(2-D) hydrodynamics
[e.g.,Lesieuret
al., 1988;Lele, 1989]and 2-D magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD)
[Wu, 1986;Belmontand Chanteur,1989;Manuel and Samson,
1993]. However, the pairing of vorticeshas not been studied
quantitatively,and it is not evenquestionedwhyvorticesmerge
in the nonlinear stageof the K-H instability.
The primary objectiveof the presentstudyis to investigate
the relevance of self-organization in the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokesflow [e.g.,Rhines,1975;Brethertonand Haidvogel, 1976;Kraichnanand Montgomery,1980;McWilliams, 1984;
Hasegawa,1985] to the nonlinear evolutionof the K-H instability in the 2-D MHD transverseconfigurationby a 2-D MHD
simulation and thus to throw a new light on the nonlinear
evolution of the K-H instability,in particular, the successive
pairingsof vorticesfrom the point of self-organization.Althoughthe self-organization
is a rather subjectiveconcept[Hasegawa,1985], the underlyingconceptof the self-organization,
i.e., the emergenceof macroscopicorder out of disorder,is an
important subjectin a variety of disciplinesfrom physicsand
chemistryto socialsciences[see,e.g., Wiener,1961;Nicolisand
Prigogine,1977; Gell-Mann, 1994;Prigogine,1997]. The formation of life from primordial substances
is an exampleof selforganization.Wiener[1961]discussed
in detail a self-organizing
process by which narrow, highly specific frequencies are

stability is a well-known nonlinear effect. Several hydrodynamical experimentshave shownthat at the late stageof the
K-H instability,two vortical structurescombineto form a sinformed in brain waves. The usefulness of the methods of the
gle, largervortical structure[e.g., Winantand Browand,1974;
calculusof variationsin studyingthe self-organizedstateis also
Browandand Weldman,1976;Ho and Huang, 1982].Suchvorpointed out by Wiener [1961]. In three-dimensionaltoroidal
tex pairinghasalsobeen reproducedby numericalexperiments
plasmas,Taylor[1974] proposedthat the plasmawill reach an
Copyright 1998 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
equilibriumor a relaxedstate,with minimummagneticenergy,
by imposing a constraint of constant magnetic helicity. The
Paper number 98JA02530.
0148-0227/98/98JA-02530509.00
processof relaxation to such a state is a self-organization
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process.The self-organizationprocessesin MHD and plasma
have also been studied quite intensively and extensivelyby
computersimulations[e.g.,Matthaeusand Montgomery,1980;
Horiuchiand Sato,1986](seealsoa recentreviewby Satoand
the Complexity
SimulationGroup [1996]).
The self-organizationin the 2-D, incompressible
hydrodynamic turbulenceis well known [e.g., Kraichnan, 1967; Lilly,
1969;Rhines,1975;Brethertonand Haidvogel,1976;Kraichnan
and Montgomery,1980;Hasegawa,1985].Accordingto the selforganizationin the 2-D incompressibleturbulence,there are
two inviscidglobal invariants,i.e., the total kinetic energyand
the mean or total squarevorticity (enstrophy),and when a
small viscosityis added to the system,the total kinetic energy
remainsapproximatelyconstant,but the enstrophydecaysrapidly by the selectivedissipation[Brethertonand Haidvogel,
1976;Kraichnanand Montgomery,1980] becauseof the viscosity. In the 2-D, incompressiblehydrodynamics,the selforganization leads to the fact that the total kinetic energy
cascadesto the long wavelength(inverseenergycascade),or
the vortexwith the similarlysignedvorticitymusttend to group
together. Since the total kinetic energy W remainsrelatively
invariant but the enstrophyU cascadesto short wavelengths
and is dissipatedby the selectivedissipation,the appropriate
variational principle is (SU - h rSW = 0. This leads to the
equation

VxVxv=hv

(1)

which describesthe minimum enstrophystate,which the 2-D
turbulenceis relaxedinto [Hasegawa,1985].Here, v is the 2-D
flow velocityvector, and • is a constant.
The hydrodynamicand MHD K-H instabilityincludingvortex pairingshas been studied quite intensivelyby computer
simulations.Metcalfeet al. [1987] did a three-dimensionalincompressible
hydrodynamicsimulationof the temporalevolution of the hyperbolictangentvelocityshearlayer and found
that the shear layer is susceptibleto the 2-D K-H instability
and that a vortex pairing occursin the nonlinearstagewhen a
properlytailored 2-D seedperturbationis giveninitially.They
measureda spatiallyaveragedReynoldsstresswhen the vortex
pairingis inhibitedandwhen it is allowed.Lesieuret al. [1988]
did a 2-D incompressible
hydrodynamicsimulationof the temporal evolutionof the hyperbolictangentvelocityshearlayer.
Starting from an initial white-noiseperturbation,they found
that four vorticesappearinitially in the simulationregionand
then they mergeto form two vortices.They found that after the
firstvortexpairingthe spatiallongitudinalkineticenergyspec-

trumhasa powerlawspectrum
witha slopebetween
k -4 and
k -3. Lele [1989]did 2-D compressible
hydrodynamic
simulations of both temporally growing and spatiallygrowingfree
shearlayers.He found that the pressuredecreasesinsidethe
vortexand that vortexpairingsoccurin the nonlinearstage.He
calculatedenergyspectra,but he did not follow the temporal
evolution of the free shear layer until a singleisolatedvortex
was formed by successive
vortex pairings.Wu [1986] did 2-D
compressible
MHD simulationsof the spatiallygrowingK-H
instability using a nonperiodicboundary condition for both
transverseand parallel homogeneousconfigurations,where
the initial magneticfield is transverseand parallelto the initial
flow, respectively.He found in his simulationof the spatially
growingK-H instabilitythat the vorticesexcitedby the K-H
instabilitybecomelarger in the downstreamand the relaxation
of the velocity shear by the instabilityis larger in the downstream.Belmontand Chanteur[1989]did a 2-D, compressible,
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resistiveMHD simulationof the temporallygrowingK-H instabilityfor a shearedmagneticconfigurationincludinga magneticfield componentparallelto the flow and foundsuccessive
pairingsof the vortices.Manuel and Samson[1993] did a 2-D
compressibleMHD simulationof a spatiallygrowingK-H instabilityusinga nonperiodicboundaryconditionfor an inhomogeneousconfigurationwith a shearedmagneticfield. They
found vortex pairings in the downstreamand also that the
tangentialstressby the instabilitybecomeslarger in the downstream.Miura [1997] clarifiedin detail the differencebetween
the 2-D compressiblehydrodynamicK-H instabilityand the
2-D compressibleMHD transverseK-H instabilityand performeda 2-D compressible
MHD simulationof the temporally
growingK-H instabilityfor a homogeneoustransverseconfiguration, where the magnetic field is transverseto the flow.
Miura [1997]investigatedthe basicrelationshipamongvortex
developmentincludingvortex pairing, rarefaction,and compressiondue to the fast magnetosonicwave, flow enhanceme.nt,eddy current, and momentumtransportcausedby the
K-H instabilityin a compressible
plasmaor, more specifically,
in a 2-D transverseconfiguration.In that study the length of
the simulation systemin the direction of the initial flow was
equalto 4 timesaslongasthe wavelengthof the linearlyfastest
growing mode, and two successive
vortex pairingswere observed.In spiteof theseintensivestudiesof the 2-D hydrody-

namicandMHD K-H instability,
no previous
simulations
have

evercalculated
thetemporal
evolution
of the'enstrophy,
and
hence the self-organizationprocessarisingfrom the selective
dissipationin the 2-D K-H instabilitywas never clarified.AlthoughMiura [1997]deriveda conservationlaw of the enstrophy for a 2-D compressible
MHD transverseconfiguration,he
did not follow the temporal and spectralevolutionsof two
inviscidincompressible
globalinvariants,i.e., the total kinetic
energyand the enstrophy.Thereforethe self-organization
processin the 2-D MHD transverseK-H instabilitywas not noticed in his study.
In order to studythe relevanceof the self-organizationto the
nonlinear evolution of the K-H instability a compressible
MHD simulationof the K-H instabilityis performed in the
presentstudyfor a subfastshearflow in the 2-D MHD transverse configuration,where the magneticfield is transverseto
the flow, and both temporaland spectralevolutionsof the two
inviscidincompressibleglobal invariants are studied. In the
presentstudythe lengthof the simulationsystemin the initial
flow directionis equal to 8 times as long as the wavelengthof
the linearly fastestgrowingmode and thus twice aslong as the
simulationsystemusedbyMiura [1997].In the presentstudyit
will be shownthat basicphysicsclarifiedbyMiura [1997]is also
valid in the presentlongersimulationsystemwith only a quantitative change.It is important to see that successive
vortex
pairings,i.e., the self-organizationand the relaxation to the
minimum enstrophystate, occur also for a larger simulation
systemfor a computationalreason.This demonstrationof the
successive
vortexpairingsfor a longersimulationsystemis also
important from a practical point of view becausein a real
magnetosphereit is anticipatedthat vorticescreated by the
instability near the subsolarmagnetopauseundergo four or
fivevortexpairingsduringthe passageof the vorticesfrom the
subsolarregion to the tail of the magnetosphere.
The necessaryconditionfor the self-organizationin continuous media is the existenceof severalglobal invariantswhen
there is no dissipation[Hasegawa,1985]. However, when a
smalldissipationis addedto the system,someinvariantsdecay
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more rapidly than other invariantsbecauseof the selective
dissipation[Montgomery
et al., 1978;Riyopouloset al., 1982].
Therefore the existenceof the ultimate dissipationis necessary
in the self-organization,but the detail of the self-organization
processdoesnot seemto dependon the nature of the dissipation processes.
In the presentnumericalsimulationthe dissipationneededfor the self-organization
is an artificialviscosity,
which is added to prevent mesh oscillations.In the present
studywe do not ask what causesthe real dissipationof the
enstrophyin the collisionless
spaceplasma,i.e., the nature of
the collisionlessviscosity,although it is due to microscopic
processes
(ion kinetics)in spaceplasmas.We note that this
interrelationshipof the MHD and the dissipationis analogous
to otherproblemsin spaceplasmas,suchascollisionless
shocks
and reconnection,wherein the ultimate dissipationis necessary,but the final state attained in those problemsis mainly
determinedby the globalMHD consideration.We shouldalso
point out that althoughthe ultimatedissipationof vorticityand
energyis causedby the real viscosity,which makesthe process
irreversible,the transport of momentum and energy is governed by the developmentof turbulent large-scaleeddies or
vortices.For this reasona "viscosity,"which is the measureof
the transport of momentum and energy, is the anomalous
viscosity[Miura, 1982,1984]or the turbulentviscosity[Landau
and Lifshitz,1959],whichis muchlargerthan the real viscosity.
It hasbeen shownby the quasilinearanalysis[Miura and Sato,
1978a, b; Horton et al., 1987; Rankin et al., 1997] that the
anomalousviscosityis proportionalto the squareof the vortex
amplitude.The discrepancyregardingthe magnitudeof the
momentumtransportand the anomalousviscositycausedby
the K-H instabilityamongpreviousstudiesby Miura [1984],
Wu [1986],andManueland Samson[1993]will alsobe resolved
in the presentstudyby showingthe increaseof the momentum
transportwith the vortexpairing.
The outline of the presentpaper is as follows:A 2-D transverseconfigurationusedin the presentsimulationis described
and the conservationlaw of the enstrophyfor the 2-D viscid
compressible
plasma(fluid) is derivedin section2. Simulation
resultsfor the 2-D MHD transverseconfigurationare shownin
section3. Discussionand summaryare given in section4.
2.

Conservation

Laws

and 2-D Inviscid

Incompressible Global Invariants
Figure 1 showsflow velocity and magnetic field in a 2-D
MHD transverseconfiguration,which is used in the following
2-D MHD simulation.An initial uniform magneticfield Bo is
transverseto the simulationplane (x-y plane). The backgroundplasmaflow is in the y direction,and the flow velocity

vyis inhomogeneous
(sheared)
in thex direction.
In the 2-D
transverseconfigurationthe magneticfield B at any time remainstransverseto the simulationplane (i.e., B hasthe onlyz
componentBz), but B is not necessarily
uniform becausethe
magnetic field may be compressedor rarefied by the 2-D
plasmamotionin thex-y plane.The line bendingterm (B. V)B
in the J x B force in the equationof motion vanishesin the
2-D MHD transverseconfiguration.Therefore,in the equation
of motionthe effect of the magneticfield appearsonly in the
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Figure 1. The shearedflow velocity(thick solidarrows)and
the initial uniform magneticfield Bo in the two-dimensional
(2-D) MHD transverseconfiguration.

verseconfigurationare discussedin detail by Miura [1997]. In
short,when the plasmais compressible
and the ratio of specific
heatsF -7:2, Bz appearsexplicitlyin the governingequations.
Therefore, for F -7:2, there is essentiallya differencebetween
the K-H instabilityin the 2-D MHD transverseconfiguration
and the K-H instabilityin the 2-D hydrodynamicconfiguration.
When the plasmais incompressible(V-v = 0), the magnetic
field and the densityare not perturbedin the 2-D MHD transverse configuration,and the plasma behaveslike an incompressiblefluid. In the 2-D MHD transverseconfigurationused
in the following simulationit is assumedthat 0/0z = 0, the
initial densityPois uniform, and the ratio of specificheatsF is
equal to 5/3.Sincep/B• is initially uniform in the following2-D.
MHD transverseconfiguration,p/B• is an invariant of the
plasmamotion; that is, p and B• remain proportionalin the
evolutionof the K-H instability.In the 2-D inviscidand incompressiblehydrodynamicflow the total kinetic energy and the
enstrophyare two invariantsof the fluid motion [e.g.,Onsager,
1949; Batchelor, 1953; Kraichnan, 1967; Montgomery,1989;
Biskamp, 1993]. For the inviscidcompressibleplasma in the
2-D MHD transverseconfigurationthe conservationlaw of the
enstrophywas derived [Miura, 1997]. For the general viscid
compressibleplasma (or flow) in the 2-D MHD transverse
configurationthe conservationlaw of the enstrophycan be
derived as follows:The equation of motion in the 2-D MHD
transverseconfigurationcan be written as

P

+ (v. V)v = -Vp,+ nVv

(2)

The last term in the right-hand side of (2) representsthe
viscousdissipationdue to the artificialviscosity,which is added
to prevent spuriousmeshoscillations[Richtmyerand Morton,
1967;Lapidus,1967;Miura, 1985].By dividing(2) by p and by
taking the curl of the resultantequationwe obtain
O

at(VXv)+ V X[(v'V)v]:

'•p x •p,

p2 + pV2(V
Xv)
(3)

total pressure
Pt = P + B2/2/•o, wherep is the plasma wherethevectorproductontheright-hand
side,Vp x Vpt/p2,
pressure.In the 2-D transverseconfigurationit is shownthat
the densityp and Bz remainproportionalat any time [Miura,
1997]. The differencesand the similaritiesbetween the 2-D
fluid motion and the plasmamotion in the 2-D MHD trans-

is the baroclinicvector and •, = rl/p is the kinematic viscosity.
For simplicity,let us assumethat •, is constantin spaceand in
time. From (3) we obtain the followinggeneral conservation
equationof the enstrophy(seeHasegawa[1985]for derivation
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in the viscidincompressiblecaseand Miura [1997] for derivation in the inviscidcompressible
case).

Ot

dxdy(V x v)2= -

dxdy(Vx v)2(V
ßv)
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This meansthat the total kinetic energyis an invariant in the
2-D uniform, inviscid,incompressiblecase.Therefore, in the
inviscid,incompressible,
2-D MHD transverseconfigurationor
in the inviscid,incompressible,
2-D fluid, there are two global
invariantsof the plasma(fluid) motion,the enstrophyand the
total kinetic energy.

(Vp x

+ffcdXdy2(Vxv)
'

3.

/92

Simulation

3.1.

Results

Initial Configuration and Initial Perturbation

A 2-D MHD simulationis performedin the x-y plane per-

pendicular
to the magnetic
field.The initialflowvelocityroy
has a hyperbolictangentshearprofile

roy(X)= (V0/2)[1 - tanh (x/a)]
(4)

where the left-hand side is proportional to the time derivative

of the enstrophy(total squarevorticity) and C representsa

regionin thex-y planewith -xt, -< x -< xt, and0 -< y -< Ly
andA representsthe surfacesurroundingthe volume V, which

consists
of a regionwith -xt, -< x _<xt,, 0 -<y _<Ly, and0 -<
z -< 1.0. We assumed,as is also assumedin the following2-D
MHD simulation,that v is periodicin they direction,i.e., v (x,

(8)

and the other initial quantities(B0, P0, and P0) are uniform.
Therefore the initial velocityshearlayer is characterizedby the
finite thicknessof the velocityshearlayer (2a). We imposea

boundaryconditionsuchthat there is no massflow (vx = O)
acrossthe boundariesat x = -+xt, - -+40a and all quantities
are periodic in the y direction [Miura, 1984]. Since the real
frequencyof the K-H instabilityis due to the Doppler shiftdue
to the mean bulk flow the dispersionrelation gives tor =

ky[Zo
/ 2, whereforistherealpartof theangular
frequency.
The

y = 0) = v (x, y = Ly), vx = 0 at boundaries
in thex

appropriateMach number for the backgroundflow is the fast

In the present2-D MHD transverseconfiguration,where the
initial quantities P0 and Bo are uniform, p and B z remain

0.71, and the convectivefast magnetosonicMach number is

Machnumber
defined
byMf -- Vo/¾/Cs
2 q-V•2,
direction at x = -+xt,, and v is independentof z. We defined magnetosonic
•/2.Noticethat
gl = V x v. Equation(4) givesthe generalconservation
law of whereV•4= Bo/(•oPo)•/2 andCs = (Fp0/P0)
the enstrophyin C. In derivingthe viscousterms in the right- an important Mach number,which characterizesthe intrinsic
of theflow,istheconvective
MachnumberMzc
hand side of (4) the following vector identity for the 2-D compressibility
= Mr/2, whichis the Machnumberin a frameof reference
configurationwas used:
comovingwith the phase velocity of the unstable K-H wave
[v x (v x
[Papamoshou
and Roshko,1988].
In the present simulation run we adopt the sound Mach
= -(v x
+ v.
x (v x
(5) numberMs = Vo/Cs = 1.0 and the Alfv6n Mach numberM•4
= Vo/V,4= 1.0. The fastmodeMach numberM• is M• =

proportional.
Thereforethe baroclinic
vectorVp x •7pt/p2is Mfc = 0.35. We usea time T normalizedby 2a/Vo. For this
configuration the linearly fastest growing mode occurs at
equalto Vp x •7p/p2, whichis the sameas the baroclinic
vectorin the hydrodynamiccase.If the plasma(fluid) is uni- 2kya • 0.8 with its growthrate equalto 0.17V0/2a [Miura
form initially and incompressible
(V- v = 0), the densityp is
not perturbedand Vp = 0. Thereforewe recoverfrom (4) that
in the 2-D uniform,inviscid,incompressible
plasma(fluid) the
enstrophyis an invariant of the plasma(fluid) motion. In a
more generalcase,where the plasma(fluid) is viscousor the
plasma(fluid) is compressible
or the baroclinicvectoris nonzero,the enstrophyisnot an invariantof the 2-D plasma(fluid)

and Pritchett,1982]. Therefore the wavelengthof the linearly
fastestgrowingmode (FGM) XFGM is equal to 15.7a. The

lengthLy of thesimulation
system
in they directionischosen

equal to 8XFGM = 125.6a. Sincethe presentsimulationis an
MHD simulationit is necessary
to giveexplicitlyan initial seed
perturbation at T = 0. In the present simulation a linear
superpositionof the approximatelinear eigenfunctionof the
fastestgrowingmode in the incompressiblecase [Miura and
motion.
Sato, 1978a, b] and its subharmonicmodes is added to the
In the inviscid2-D MHD transverseconfiguration(B _1_
v),
backgroundflow at T = 0 as an initial seedperturbation[see
takingthe volumeintegralof the energyconservationequation
alsoMiura, 1997]. The peak amplitude of the initial flow veand using the boundarycondition in the present simulation
locity perturbationis 0.005V 0. The explicitform of the seed
lead to [Miura, 1997]
perturbation is as follows:

0
Ot

i V2
p
dxdy•p +•-•0+r - 1:0

4

(6)

Vx(X,
y) = • 2kn[-dpr(X)
sin(k,y)- 4)i(x)COS
(kny)]
n=l

(9)

This is the conservationlaw of the total energyin the C region.

In the uniform,incompressible
case(F -• c•),Bz andp are not
perturbed and p = P0.Therefore

Ot

dxdyv2=0

(7)

4 [dt•r(X) dt•i(x)]

vy(x,
y)= - • 2 dx cos
(k,b')
- d• sin(k,b')
where
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(11)

•

40

>,

(br(X)
=•0exp
(--x•2)
cos
[•sin
(•XaX)
]
(12)

x

35

>,, 30

Total square vorticity

o 25
(•3)

>o20
•

15

•o is the arbitraryconstantto determinethe amplitudeof the
lO
initial perturbation, and rr determinesthe inclination of the
vortex with respect to the mean flow, which determines
whether the vortex is growingor decaying[Miura and Sato,
1978a].That is, rr = -1 for the growingvortex, and rr - 1 for
-5
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
the decayingvortex. The wavenumberkFGM is the wavenumber of the linearly fastest growing mode. The conservation
Time (x2a/Vo)
equationsof the ideal MHD were solvedby usingthe two-step
Lax-Wendroff schemeand the number of grids is equal to Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the total square vorticity
(enstrophy)integratedin the whole simulationregion (solid
400 x 400.
curve),the first term in the right-handside of (4) due to the
compressibility
(dottedcurve),andthe secondterm (baroclinic
3.2. Temporal Evolution of the 2-D Inviscid
term) in the right-handsideof (4).
Incompressible Invariants

•_ /Compressible
term

5• ,/

•JBaroclinic
term

Figure2 showstemporalevolutionsof the total energy(dotted curve),total internalenergy(dashedcurve),total magnetic
energy(dot-dashedcurve),and the total kinetic energy(solid
curve) integratedin the whole simulationregion. Each total also seen in Figure 3 that the baroclinic term, which is the
energyisnormalized
by0.0628a2po
. It isobvious
fromFigure secondterm in the right-handsideof (4), is negligiblecom2 that there is almostno energyexchangebetween the total paredwith other termsin (4). Thereforewe concludethat the
magneticenergyand the total kinetic energy.The total kinetic large decreasein the enstrophyshownin Figure 3 mustbe due
energyremainsalmostconstantduring the simulationrun in to the viscousdissipation,which is expressedby the last two
the present2-D transverseconfiguration.
terms in the right-handside of (4). Notice that althoughthe
Figure 3 showstemporalevolutionsof the total squarevor- present simulation is done for the ideal MHD without any
ticity integratedin the whole simulationregion (solid curve), explicitphysicalviscosity,a small artificialviscosityis addedto
the firstterm in the right-handsideof (4) due to the compress- prevent spuriousmesh oscillations.Therefore the enstrophy,
ibility (dotted curve),and the secondterm in the right-hand which is the invariantin the 2-D, inviscid,and incompressible
sideof (4) (dashedcurve),whichincludesthe baroclinicvector. case,decreaseswith time becauseof the selectivedissipation
It is obviousin Figure 3 that the enstrophy(total squarevor- by the artificial viscosity.The constancyof the total kinetic
ticity) decreases
rapidlywith time with a smalloscillatingcom- energy shownin Figure 2 and the selectivedecay of the enponent. Comparisonof the evolutionof the total squarevor- strophyshownin Figure 3 indicate that the evolution of the
ticity and the compressibleterm, which showsa small net K-H instabilityin the present2-D MHD transverseconfiguradecrease,in Figure 3, indicatesthat the oscillatingcomponent tion is a self-organizationprocess.
in the enstrophyevolutionis due to the compressibility,
which
is expressed
by the first term in the right-handsideof (4). It is 3.3. Evolution in the Wavenumber Space
Let us definethe kinetic energyspectrumintegratedalongx.
Accordingto the Parsevalrelation in the Fourier analysiswe

450000

obtain

400000

•Total

350000

1

250000
200000

Internal

2f0
Ly

100000

•"•-Magnetic

'

0
0

...............

•

....

• ....
100

"Kinetic
• , , , , I .......
200

300

, , I , , , ,
400

(14)

where any functionf(x, y) defined in the x-y plane is expressedby the Fourier seriesas

150000

50000

•

5aø(x)2
+ n=•
Z [an(X)
2+ bn(x)
2]: •yy [f(x,
y)]2
dy

300000

500

600

f(x,y)=5ao(x)
+• an(X
) COS
Ly
n=l

Time (x2a/Vo)

Figure 2. Temporal evolutionof the total energyin the simulation region (dotted curve), total internal energy(dashed
curve),total magneticenergy(dot-dashedcurve),and the total
kineticenergy(solidcurve)integratedin the whole simulation
region.

+ b•(x)
sin Ly

an(X
) =•yy f(x,y)cos Ly] dy

(15)
(16)

400
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curve),kFGM/4(dotted curve), 3kFGM/8(dashedcurve),
kFGM/2(dot-dashed
curve),and kFGM (solidcurve),where
kFG
M
is
the
wavenumber
of the linearlyfastestgrowingmode.
"•
0.1
o m
Eachmodeamplitudeis normalizedby 2apo. At T = 0, four
modeswith k -- kFGM (fastestgrowingmode),kFGM/2(first
= =
0.01
subharmonic),
kFGM/4(secondsubharmonic),
and kFGM/8
(third
subharmonic)
have
the
same
amplitudes
(see
(9)-(13)).
E-•
The fastestgrowingandfirstsubharmonic
modesgrowalmost
• -• 0.001
linearlyin their linearphases.The growthratesof thosemodes
• • 0.0001
were calculatedfrom their linear slopesin the initial growth
phases.The calculatedgrowth rates are 0.1611/o/2a and
1 E-005
0.108 l/o/2a for the fastestgrowingmode and the first sub0
100
200
300
400
500
600
harmonicmode,respectively.
The growthratesobtainedby
Time (x2a/Vo)
linear analysisfor these two modes are 0.171/o/2a and
[MiuraandPritchett,1982].Therefore
Figure 4. Temporal evolutionof the amplitudesof the fast- O.12l/o/2a, respectively
est growingmode with k = kFGM (solid curve), the first thereis goodagreementbetweenthe predictedlineargrowth
subharmonic
with k = kFGM/2(dot-dashed
curve),the second ratesand the linear growthratesobtainedfrom the simulation
subharmonic
withk = kFGM/4(dottedcurve),thethirdsub- run.Althoughthe fastestgrowingmode(solidcurve)hasthe
harmonicwithk = kFGM/8(doubledot-dashed
curve),andthe largestgrowthrate,the thirdsubharmonic
reachesthe largest
Fouriermodewith k = 3kFGM/8(dashedcurve)of the kinetic amplitudeduring the simulationrun.
energyintegratedalongx. All amplitudesare normalizedby
Figure5 shows
thespectral
amplitudes
S•2 of theintegrated
2apo.
kineticenergyversusthewavenumber
in the spectralspaceat
sixdifferenttimes.The amplitudeis normalizedby 2apo. In

bn(x)
=•yy f(x,y)sin Ly} dy

(]7)

Figure 5, kmin is the wavenumberof the third subharmonic,
whichis equalto kFGM/8.At T = 0 a velocityperturbation,as
definedby (9)-(13), with smallamplitudewas addedto the

background
flow velocity.As is shownby (9) and (10), the
velocity perturbation is a linear combination of the fastest

By integrating(14) from x = -x b to x - xb we obtain

growingmodeandthe threesubharmonics.
The amplitudes
of
thosemodeswere takento be equalat T - 0. Thereforeit is
seenat T = 0 thattherearefourdiscretepeaksof the spectral
amplitudesat k - kmin,2kmin,4kmin,and8kminwith the same
amplitudes.It is alsoseenat T - 0 that there are irregular
noisecomponents
at largek values(k/kmin > 90). Thesenoise

:x•
clx5aø(x)•
+ [a•(x)•
+b•(x)•]
--Xb

=

componentsappearedpossiblybecauseof the round off errors'

dx•yy [f(x,y)]2
dy

or the inaccuraterepresentation
of the trigonometric
functions
in calculations
of (16) and(17) by the finitedifferencemethod.
If we define
Sincethesenoisecomponents
are muchsmallerin amplitude
thanthe initial seedperturbations
at k = kmin,2kmin,4kmin,
and 8kmin by more than 4 or 5 ordersof magnitude,these
S,2=
dx Jan(x)
2+ b,(x)2]
(19) irregularnoisecomponents
do not playanyimportantrole in
the presentsimulation.Sincethesenoisecomponents
apS•2 is equalto thecontribution
of thenth Fourierharmonic
to pearedat T = 0 beforethe numericalintegrationtheyare not
due to the inaccuracyof the two-stepLax-Wendroffscheme.
F(y), where
At T = 20, whenthe fastestgrowingmodehasan initialpeak
in Figure4, the spectralcomponent
withk = 8kmin peaks,but
Xb

:b

Xb

F(y) =

b

dx [f(x, y)]2

(20)

Xb

Therefore, if we take

later the spectralpeak shiftsto the smallerwavenumber,and

finally,at T -- 600 the spectralcomponent
at k = kmin peaks
owingto the inversecascade
of the integratedkineticenergy.
Figure5 showsthat thereare multiplediscretespectralpeaks
at the higherharmonicsof the fastestgrowingmodesand the
subharmonics
until T = 90. However,the spectraldistribution
becomes
morecontinuous
afterT - 90 owingto the nonlinear
couplingamonghigherharmonics.
At T = 600 the spectral
distributionbecomesalmostcontinuousand is well representedby a powerlawdistribution.
It canbe seenin thisfigure
thatin the k spacethe kineticenergycascades
towardthe short
wavelength
(directcascade)
in theearlystageof theinstability
development,
but the kineticenergycascades
towardthe long
wavelength(inversecascade)after the earlystageof the instability development.
Figure6 shows
thespectral
amplitudes
S•2 of the enstrophy
(total squarevorticity)versusthe wavenumber
in the spectral

2 y)
(Vx+Vy+
f(x,
y)=•p(x,
2 2 Vz
2) (21)
then accordingto (18) and (19), (19) represents
the contribution of the nth harmonicto the total kineticenergy.Similarly,
if we take

f(x, y) = (V x v)-i

(22)

(19) representsthe contributionof the nth harmonicto the
total squarevorticity(enstrophy).
Figure4 showstemporalevolutionsof Fourier amplitudes

S•2 of the kineticenergyintegrated
alongx. The fivemodes
havethe wavenumbers
k equalto kFGM/8(doubledot-dashed
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Figure5. Thespectral
amplitudes
S•2 of thekineticenergyintegrated
alongx versus
thewavenumber
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wavenumberspaceat six different times. The wavenumberis normalized by krnin= kFGM/8.

spaceat six different times. The spectralamplitude (19) is
calculatedby using(22). The amplitudeis normalizedby (V o/

2kmin,4krnin, and 8krnin.It is alsoseenat T = 0 that there are
noisecomponentsat large k values(k/kmin > 90) aswas seen
2a)2. Thespectral
amplitude
is shownin the sameformatas in Figure 5. These noise componentsat the initial Fourier
Figure 5. At T = 0, there are four discretepeaksat k - kmin, spectraof the enstrophyare againpossiblydue to the round off
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versus
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Sincethe continuousspectraof both total kineticenergyand
the enstrophyat T = 600 showpower law distributionsit is
possibleto obtain the power law exponentsof thosespectraat
T = 600. The solid line in Figure 7a showsthe spectral
distributionof the total kinetic energyshownin Figure 5 at
medium subrangeof the wavenumberfrom k/kmin = 10 to 50
at T = 600. The dashedline is a regressionline, which fits
most to the spectraldistributionof the total kinetic energy.
This line hasa powerlaw exponent-3.88689. The solidline in
Figure 7b showsthe spectral distributionof the enstrophy
shown in Figure 6 at medium subrangeof the wavenumber
from k/kmin = 10 to 50 at T -- 600. The dashed line is a
regressionline, which fits most to the spectraldistributionof
the enstrophy.This line has a power law exponent-2.08465.
Sincethe enstrophyis an integral of the squareof the curl of
v the observedfact that the power law exponentof the enstrophy is nearly equal to the power law exponentof the total
kinetic energyplus 2 is reasonable.

SinceS•2 represents
the contribution
or weightof the nth

•

0

'-

= 0.0001

Fourier componentto the total kineticenergyor the enstrophy
the averagewavenumber of the total kinetic energy or the
enstrophyis calculatedby the followingformulae

• / k'2'08465

E knSn
2
n=l

(k) =

1E-00510

2'0

3'0

4'0 50

(23)

E

k/kmin

Figure 7. (a) The spectraldistributionof the kinetic energy
integratedalongx shownin Figure 5 at medium range of the
wavenumberfrom k/kmin = 10 to 50 at T -- 600. The dashed
line is a regressionline, which fits most to the spectraldistribution. The regressionline has a power law exponent of
-3.88689. (b) The spectraldistributionof the enstrophyshown
in Figure 6 at medium range of the wavenumberfrom k/kmin
= 10 to 50 at T = 600. The dashedline is a regressionline,
whichfits mostto the spectraldistribution.The regressionline
has a power law exponent-2.08465.

errors or the inaccuraterepresentationof the trigonometric
functionsin calculationsof (16) and (17) by the finite difference method. Since these noise componentsare smallerthan
the initial seedperturbationat k = kmin,2kmin,4kmin,and
8kminby more than 7 or 8 ordersof magnitudetheydo not play
any important role in the presentcalculation.They are again
not due to the inaccuracy of the two-step Lax-Wendroff
scheme.At T = 20 the spectralcomponentat k - 8kmin
peaks.There are multiple discretespectralpeaksat the higher
harmonicsof the fastestgrowingmode and the subharmonics
until T = 90. However, the spectral distributionbecomes
more continuous owing to the nonlinear coupling among
higher harmonicsafter T = 90. At T = 600 the spectral
distribution becomes almost continuousand is well representedby a power law. In contrastto the spectraldistribution
at T - 600 of the integratedkinetic energyshownin Figure 5,
the spectralpeak at k = kmin of the enstrophyis not sharp.It
can be seen in Figure 6 that in the k spacethe enstrophy
cascadestoward the shortwavelength(direct cascade)in the
early stage of the instabilitydevelopment,but the enstrophy
cascadestoward the long wavelength(inversecascade)after
the early stageof the instabilitydevelopment.

Figure 8 showsthe time evolutionsof the averagewavenumbers obtainedby (23). The averagewavenumbersare normalized by kFGM. The solid line is the average wavenumber
weightedby the integratedkinetic energyspectrum.Initially,
the averagewavenumberincreases
rapidly(directcascade)and
reaches 1.0 when the fastest growing mode is peaked, but
thereafter,the averagewavenumberdecreaseswith time (inversecascade).This givesevidenceof the inverseenergycascade in the nonlinear stage. The dashed line is the average
wavenumberweightedby the integratedsquarevorticity.The
averagewavenumberincreasesrapidlyin the linear phase(direct cascade),but thereafter, the averagewavenumberde-

"1.2

Integrated
squarevorticity
--

1

E 0.8
w 0.6

t..••••.,,.,,,.
oIntegrated
kinetic
energy

• 0.4
.m 0.2
•

0
100

200

300

400

500

600

Time (x2a/Vo)
Figure 8. The time evolution of the wavenumbersaveraged
by usingthe spectralweightof integratedkinetic energy(solid
curve)and the integratedsquarevorticity(dashedcurve).The
averagewavenumbersare normalizedby kFGM.
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Figure 9. Contour linesof the z componentof the vorticityat four different timesfrom T = 30 to T = 600.
The contourlinesare plottedfor negativevorticity(counterclockwise
rotation).

creaseswith time (inverse cascade).Notice that the direct
enstrophycascadein the early stageis much strongerthan that
of the kinetic energyowingto the selectivedecay.

is normalizedby the initial uniform pressureP o, and the velocity vectors are normalized by V o. Figure 10a showsthat
eightpairsof low-pressure(rarefied) and high-pressure
(compressed)regionsappear alongx - 0. Figure 10a showsthe
3.4. Evolution in the Configuration Space
local minimum pressureby L and the local maximumpressure
Figure 9 showscontour lines of the z componentof the by H. The rarefied regionhas a much steeperpressuregradient than the compressedregion.The B• componentis reduced
vorticityf•z at four different timesfrom T - 30 to T = 600.
In the 2-D transverseconfiguration,•z is calculatedfrom the in the low-pressureregion as well, and it is enhancedin the
frozen-in law as
high-pressureregion, because only the fast magnetosonic
mode with the changeof the magneticpressurein phasewith
1
/x0
the thermal pressureis excited by the instability in the 2-D
l•z= •' (V x v) = -• V. E + •- (J.v•). (24) MHD transverseconfiguration[Miura and Pritchett,1982].Alwhere E is the electricfield satisfyingthe frozen-inlaw and J is though not clearly seen, Figure 10b showsthat the initial vethe electriccurrentdensity.Therefore,in the 2-D incompress- locity shear layer undulatesand eight vorticesrotating counible plasma,where the densityp and B are not perturbed,the terclockwiseappear alongx - 0 at T = 40. Note that the
perturbationis electrostatic,J is zero, and the vorticityis pro- vortical flow appearsonly in the rarefied region in Figure 10a.
portionalto the spacechargedensity.In Figure 9 the contour Figure 10c showsthat the eddy current flowing counterclocklinesare plotted for negativevorticity(counterclockwise
rota- wise is associatedwith each vortex in Figure 10b. From the
tion). By T - 30 the initial straightvorticity layer (velocity equation of motion the electriccurrent Jñ is calculatedas
shearlayer) has developedinto a vortex train. Eight vortices
B
dv
B

appear
in theearlyphase
aspredicted
byth•• lineartheory.
Note that the fastestgrowingFourier mode of the total kinetic
energyreachesits peak amplitudearoundT = 30 (seeFigure
4). At T - 90, four vorticesappear after two neighboring
vorticesmerged.Each vortex rotatescounterclockwise,
and at
T - 240, after the second subharmonicreaches its peak
amplitude(seeFigure4), two vorticesare formed.At T = 600
a large isolatedvortex appearsafter three consecutivevortex
pairings.
Figure 10 showscontourlines of (a) pressure,(b) flow velocityvectors,and (c) currentvectorsat T - 40. The pressure

J_•=p•x•-+•xVp

(25)

Since the direction of B x Vp is clockwisein the rarefied
regionand thusoppositeto the directionof the observededdy
current the eddy current observedin the rarefied region in
Figure 10c, associatedwith each flow vortex, must be the inertia current(firstterm of the right-handsideof (25)). In other
words, the centrifugalforce by the counterclockwiserotation,
which is responsiblefor expellingthe plasma outward from
inside the vortex, is balancedby the sum of J x B force and
-Vp force directed to the center of the vortex.
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vortical flows, although the center of the current eddy is
slightlyshiftedfrom the center of the flow vortex.
Figure 12 showsthe samephysicalquantitiesas are plotted
in Figure 10 in the sameformat as Figure 10 but at T - 600.
Figure 12a showsthat a pair of low- and high-pressureregions
developsat T - 600. As is true at T = 40 and T = 90 (see
Figures10aand 11a),the pressuregradientis muchstrongerin
the rarefied region than in the compressedregion. In the rarefied region a large isolatedvortex rotating counterclockwise
appears(Figure 12b). Figure 12b alsoshowsthat in the compressedregionbetweenvorticesthe large flow momentumin
they directionin x < 0 is transportedto x > 0. As is described
in more detail later, it is seen in Figure 12b that the flow
velocityis enhancedor the plasmais acceleratedat the periph-
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Figure 10. (a) Contour lines of pressure,(b) flow velocity
vectors,and (c) currentvectorsat T = 40. H and L in Figure
10a representthe positionsof maximumand minimum pressures,respectively.
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in Figure 10 in the sameformat as Figure 10 but at T - 90.
Figure 11a showsthat four pairs of low- and high-pressure
-20
regionsappear at T = 90 after the first vortex pairing.As is
-30
true at T - 40 (seeFigure10a),the pressuregradientis much
-40
strongerin the rarefied region than in the compressedregion.
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In the rarefiedregion,largevorticesrotatingcounterclockwise
y(xa)
appear(Figure lib). As is describedin more detail later, it is
seenin Figure lib that the flow velocityis slightlyenhancedor Figure 11. (a) Contour lines of pressure,(b) flow velocity
the plasmais slightlyacceleratedat the peripheryof the vortex vectors,and (c) currentvectorsat T = 90. H and L in Figure
inx < 0 at T - 90. Figure11cshows
thatfourcurrenteddies 11a representthe positionsof maximumand minimum presappearin the low-pressureregionsin association
with the large sures,respectively.
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eryof thevortexin x < 0 at T = 600. The flowenhancement
is strongerat T = 600 thanat T - 90. Figure12cshowsthat
a largeisolatedcurrenteddyappearsin the low-pressure
re-
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flow.
Notice 3o
aswe noticedin Figure11cthat the centerof the currenteddy
is locatedatx - 0, whereasthe centerof the vortexin Figure
12b is locatedat x > 0. This is becausethe flow velocityvector
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isdependent
ontheinertial
frame
ofreference,
buttheelectric• o
currentis independent
of the inertialframeof reference.If we
use an inertial frame of reference,wherein the background
flow is antisymmetric,
the centerof the verticalflow will be
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Figure 13. Contourlinesof (a) densityand (b) temperature
at T - 600. L in Figures13a and 13b representthe positions
of densityand temperatureminimums,respectively.
MHD transverseconfigurationthe plasmadensityp and Bz
remainproportional.ThereforeFigure13aalsoshowscontour
linesof Bz normalizedby the initialuniformmagneticfieldB o
at T = 600. The low-densityregionlocatedat the flow vortex
hasa muchsteeperdensitygradientthan in the high-density
region.Figure13bshowscontourlinesof the plasmatemper-

atureTpnormalized
bytheinitialuniformtemperature
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bypo,temperature
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by To, densityp (dottedcurve)
normalized
byPo,andthey component
of thevelocityVy(solid
curve)normalizedby Vo at x = 0 andat T = 20, whenthe
fastestgrowingmodereachesa firstpeak(seeFigure4). The
densityandBz remainproportional.
Thereforethe profileof

the normalized
Bz is the sameasthe profileof the normalized
densityp. As is obvious,
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Figure 12. (a) Contourlinesof pressure,(b) flow velocity
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where the angularbracketsdenotethe spatialaverageover the
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Therefore the Reynoldsstressis responsiblefor the momentum transport[Miura, 1982, 1984;Horton et al., 1987].During
the initial linear phasethe Reynoldsstressgrowsexponentially,
and after reachinga peak it decreasestowardzero. It becomes
zero at T --- 30, when the amplitude of the fastestgrowing
modereachesits peak (seeFigure4). When the vorticesbegin
to coalesceor when the amplitude of the first subharmonic
exceedsthe amplitudeof the fundamentalmode (see Figure
4), it beginsto increaseagain.After reachinga peak amplitude
at T - 50 it decreasesand becomes zero at T --- 55, when the

1.4

amplitudeof the first subharmonicreachesits peak.Thereafter
the Reynolds stressbecomesnegative. The Reynolds stress
beginsto increasewhen the amplitude of the secondsubharmonic exceedsthat of the first subharmonicat T --- 100 (see
Figure 4). After reachinga peak at T --- 130 the Reynolds

1.2
1
0.8

stress becomes

0.6

zero at T --- 150.

Notice

that after the initial

peak of the Reynoldsstressat T --- 25 the subsequent
peaksof
the Reynoldsstressare abouttwice aslarge as the first peak at
T --- 25. Figure 15b showsthe time integral of the averaged
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Figure 14. Profiles in the y direction of pressurep (dot-

dashed
curve)normalized
bypo,temperature
Tp (doubledotdashedcurve)normalizedby To, densityp (dottedcurve)nor-

malizedbyPo,andy component
of thevelocityVy(solidcurve)
normalizedby Vo at (a)x = 0 at T = 20 and (b)x = -10a
at T =

(a)

0.06

0.04

0.02

600.

o
-0.02

opment of vortices,and there is about •r/2 phase difference

betweenthe peaksof p, p, Bz, and Tp and the peakof Vy.
Figure 14b showsthe same profiles as in Figure 14a at x =

-0.04

-0.06
1 O0

- 10a, which is off the vortex center, and at T - 600. At this

normalized
peakvelocityVywasequalto 1.0,andthereforethe
plasmais stronglyacceleratedlocallynear the peripheryof the
vortex and the peak velocitybecomes---1.3at T = 600. There
is an antiphaserelationshipbetween the minima of p, p, B•,

andTp andthemaximum
of Vy.Sincetheoriginalflowspeed

300

400

Time ( x2a/V o)

time,p, p, Bz, andTphavedeepminimaaty - 95a, andthey
have broad peaks near y --- 40a. The normalizedpressurep
becomesas low as 60% of the originalvalue (1.0) at y --- 95a
becauseof the fastmagnetosonicrarefaction.The temperature
also decreasesconsiderablywithin this rarefied region located
at the vortex owing to an adiabatic cooling. Originally, the
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(b)
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O.Ol5
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o.oos

did not exceed1.0 thisis strongevidencethat the compressible
o
K-H instability in the transverse configuration leads to a
o
1 O0
200
300
400
500
600
plasma flow accelerationor the flow enhancementnear the
Time (x2a/Vo)
peripheryof the vortexowingto the fastmagnetosonic
rarefaction. In other words,where the perturbedvortexmotion asso- Figure 15. (a) Temporal evolutionof the normalizedReynciated with the excited fast wave is in the same direction as the
olds stressat x = 0 averagedover the y direction.(b) Tembackgroundflow, the flow velocityis enhanced.
poral evolutionof the normalizedtime integralof the averaged
Figure 15a showsthe temporal evolution of the Reynolds tangentialstressat x = 0, which is equal to the total flow
(tangential)stress(momentum
flux) r = {pVxVy)at x = 0, momentumin the positivey direction in x > 0.
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eningof (Vy)ratherthanrelaxation
of (Vy)occurs.
After the
completionof the third vortex pairing by T - 400 the anomalousviscosityfluctuatesaroundzero with a small amplitude,
and there is no net momentumtransportafter T - 400.
Figures 17a and 17c showprofilesacrossx of the Reynolds

1.5
1

stressnormalizedby poVo
2 at T = 30 and at T = 360,
respectively.Figure 17b showsthe flow momentum profile

(pry) normalized
by poVo(dottedcurve),the flowvelocity
profile(Vy)normalized
by Vo (solidcurve),andthex compo-

-0.5

nentof the electricfield (Ex) normalizedby VoBo(dot-dashed
curve),which is responsiblefor the E x B drift in the y direc-
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0

100

200
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tion,at T = 30. The dashedcurveshowsthe profile(Vy) at
T = 0, whichis alsoequalto the initialprofileof (pry). The

doubledot-dashedcurveshowsthe profile of (E x) at T = 0.
Figure 17d showsthe samequantitiesas thosein Figure 17b at
Figure 16. Temporal evolutionof the normalizedanomalous I - 360 in the same format as Figure 17b. Although the net
momentumis transportedfrom x < 0 to x > 0 by the growth
viscosityat x = 0 as a function of the normalized time.
of the fastestgrowingmode at T = 30 (Figure 17b) [Miura,
1982, 1984],muchlargerflow momentumis transportedacross
x - 0 by the coalescenceof vortices and by the growth of
Reynoldsstressz at x - 0, whichis equalto the increaseof the subharmonics
at T = 360 (Figure 17d). Therefore a much
total flow momentumin the positivey directionin x > 0. This larger relaxation of the gradient of the average of the flow
Time (x2a/Vo)

quantityis normalized
by 40aLyPoVo.As longasthe fastest momentum
(pry) and(Vy) occursat T = 360 (Figure17d).

growingmode is growingor the vortex pairing continues,the
total flow momentum in the y direction in x > 0 increases.
Therefore the net momentumtransportfrom x < 0 to x > 0
occursby the instability.However, after the completionof the
last vortex pairing at T --• 340 the Reynoldsstressbecomes
smalland the total flow momentumin x > 0 staysnearly at a
constantvalue.This meansthat after the completionof the last
vortexpairing the net momentumtransportvanishesbecause
no more vortex pairing or no more growth of a subharmonic
with k = kFc•t/16 is allowedin the systemowingto the finite

Ly. Noticethat the total flow momentumin the positivey
directioninx > 0 haslocal peaksat T--- 30, 60,150, and 360
when the amplitudesof the fundamentalmode, the first subharmonic, the secondsubharmonic,and the third subharmonic

have their peak values,respectively(see Figure 4), and when
the Reynoldsstressbecomeszero (see Figure 15a).
In order to measurequantitativelythe momentumtransport
by the K-H instabilityan anomalousviscosityis defined by the
following equation:

ldanø
•--'--(PVxVY)
•XX
(pvy)

(27)

This expressionis analogousto the definition of the eddy
viscosity[Lamb, 1932] in the hydrodynamics.However, the
eddy viscosityis a semiempiricalconstantrelating the Reynoldsstressto the gradientof the flow momentumlinearly, and
it is assumedto be constantboth in time and in space.Here the
anomalousviscosity(27) is calculatedfrom the simulationresults,and it dependsboth on time and on space.Figure 16
showsthe temporal evolutionof the anomalousviscosityIdano
at x -- 0. It is normalizedby 2aVo. At T --- 30, Idano
reaches
---0.03 ß 2aVo. However, at T --- 50, when the first vortex
pairingbeginsand the first subharmonic
is growing(seeFigure
4), it becomesmuch larger than that at T --- 20 and reaches
---0.35 ß 2a Vo. At T --- 140, when the secondvortex pairing
begins,it reaches"-2aVo. At T --- 360, when the third subharmonicpeaks,it reaches---1.5 ß 2aVo. This is ---50 times
larger than that due to the growthof the linearly fastestgrowing mode.Note that the anomalousviscositybecomesnegative
when the Reynoldsstressis negative.During this time, steep-

Notice that at T = 360 (Figure 17d), there is a large penetration of (E x) into the region of x > 0, which is responsible
for the momentumtransportfrom x < 0 to x > 0.

4. Discussionand Summary
The presentstudyhas establishedthat the successive
vortex
pairings in the 2-D MHD transverseK-H instability are a
self-organizationprocess.In the parallel configuration,where
the initial magneticfield is parallel to the initial shear flow,
Franket al. [1996],Ryuet al. [1995],andJoneset al. [1997]have
shownby 2-D compressibleMHD simulationsthat the initial
flow relaxed to a nearly laminar flow condition in which the
magnetichelicityis nearly maximizedand the magneticfield is
alignedwith the flow. Similar simulationshave alsobeen done
by Malagoli et al. [1996] and Min and Lee [1996]. In their
simulationsthe primarysourceof the dissipationis a numerical
resistivity.However, since their simulationswere done for a
systemlength equal to the wavelengthof the linearly fastest
growingmode and did not allow for the growth of the subharmonicsand inverseenergycascade,that their final state, suggestinga dynamicalalignment[Dobrowolnyet al., 1980], is the
self-organizedstate does not seem to have been rigorously
establishedin the parallel configurationand a further study
seemsto be necessary.
In the presentMHD transverseconfiguration it is possiblein principleto add a smallresistivityto the
inductionequationof the magneticfield. In sucha case,there
are two dissipationprocesses,i.e., the viscousdissipationand
the resistivedissipation.It is not obvioushow the selective
dissipation,which now includes also the dissipationof the
magneticenergy,would be changedin the presenceof both
viscosityand resistivity.Although the presentstudyshowsthe
self-organizationin the 2-D MHD transverseconfiguration,it
is not certainwhether sucha self-organizationis possiblein the
3-D MHD flow. In the 3-D hydrodynamicsthe enstrophyis no
longer an inviscidinvariant, and the vortex pairing does not
occur in the 3-D hydrodynamicturbulence,unlessa properly
tailored 2-D seedperturbationis giveninitially,sothat a purely
2-D disturbancecan growin the 3-D configuration[Metcalfeet
al., 1987].However,the situationmightbe differentin the 3-D
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Figure17. Profiles
acrossx
of theaveraged
Reynolds
stress
(pVxVy)
at (a) T - 30 and(c) T - 360. Profiles
of thex component
of theaveraged
electric
field(Ex) (dot-dashed
curve),theaveraged
flowmomentum
{pVy)
(dottedcurve),andtheaveraged
flowvelocity
(Vy)(solidcurve)at (b) T = 30 and(d) T = 360. Thedashed
profilesin Figures17b and 17d showtheir initial (T = 0) profiles.
MHD becausethe force of J x B forcesplasmato flow in a
direction perpendicularto the magneticfield, and thus the
2-dimensionalityof the flow in the plane perpendicularto the
magneticfield may well be maintained even in the 3-D MHD
when there is a strongbackgroundmagneticfield.
An initial perturbationin the presentsimulationrun, which
is given by a superpositionof the fundamentalmode and its
subharmonics,is rather artificial. A simulation run starting
from a random noisehas been done by Belmontand Chanteur
[1989] for an initial configurationwith a magneticfield component parallel to the flow. In their studythe inverseenergy
cascadeand the pairing of vorticeshave also been observed.
The present simulation showsthat the total kinetic energy
spectrumin the final stageis well representedby a power law
with the power law exponentof -3.89. This exponentis close
to the value -4 obtainedin the previoussimulationusingthe
Fourier spectrummethod for the electrostaticK-H instability
in the 2-D transverseconfiguration[Miura and Sato, 1978b].In
that simulation,physicalquantitiesin the two-fluid equations
were expandedby Fourier seriesin the initial flow direction,
and the time evolution of each Fourier componentand the
Fourier spectrumof the kinetic energywere calculatedlocally
at severalx. In the presentsimulationthe squareamplitudeof
the Fourier componentof the total kineticenergyis integrated
alongx, and therefore the Fourier spectrashownin Figure 5
are more or lessaveragein the x direction.In spite of these
technicaldifferencesbetween the presentsimulationand the
previousone [Miura and Sato, 1978b],there is a good agreement of the spectraldistributionof the total kinetic energy.
Lesieuret al. [1988] also did an incompressible
2-D hydrody-

namic simulationof the K-H instabilitystartingfrom an initial
white-noiseperturbationand obtainedthe longitudinalkinetic
energyspectrumwith a power law exponentbetween -3 and
-4, which is consistentwith the presentstudy.In the present
simulationthe magneticfield componentBz is alsoperturbed.
The spectraldistributionof the magneticenergyat T = 600 in
the samewavenumbersubrangeasusedin Figure 7 wasfound
to be a powerlaw form, and its power law exponentwasequal
to -4.58 in the present study.
Regardingthe artificialviscosityaddedto the system,which
is necessaryfor the selectivedissipation,we shouldpoint out
that in order to obtain a clear third vortex pairing after two
consecutive
vortexpairingsthe magnitudeof the artificialviscosity(more precisely,the magnitudeof the multiplier • in
front of the artificial viscosityterm [Miura, 1985]) in the
presentrun had to be increasedto 8 timesaslargeasthat used
in the previoussimulationrun with a half systemlength[Miura,
1997].Althoughthe relationshipbetweenthe magnitudeof the
dissipation (viscosity in the present case) and the selforganizationor the realization of the minimum energy state
shouldbe put into a more quantitativebasisin the future, this
fact might suggestthe delicaterole of a selectivedissipationin
the self-organizationprocess.If a much larger artificialviscosity is usedin the simulation,the K-H instabilitywill be damped
completelyand will not be observedat all becauseit is known
that the viscositydecreasesthe growth rate of the K-H instability [Chandrasekhar,1961]. For such a large viscositythe
systemwill reachan ultimatethermodynamicequilibriumstate
wherethe plasmais at rest and there is no structure.Therefore
a finite viscosityis necessaryfor the self-organization,but too
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large a viscositydoes not lead to the self-organization.Since
the viscousdissipationis larger for a higher k mode than a
lower k mode it is reasonablethat the enstrophy,whosespectrum has a larger power law exponentthan that of the integrated kinetic energyspectrum,decaysmore quicklythan the
total kinetic energy.In the presentsimulationthe dissipation
necessaryfor the self-organizationis providedby the artificial
viscosity,which is added to prevent mesh oscillations.Althoughwe do not ask here the nature of the viscosityin a real
collisionlessspaceplasma,previousparticle and hybrid simulations[Pritchettand Coroniti,1984;Hortonet al., 1987;Tajima
et al., 1991;Thomasand Winske,1993;Cai et al., 1993;Fujimoto
and Terasawa,1995;Wilberand Winglee,1995]showthe pairing
of vorticesin the 2-D transverseK-H instability.The nature of
the viscosity,which must be due to ion kineticsin suchcollisionlessplasma simulations,is unknown;however, those simulationssuggestthat the successive
pairingsof vorticesor the
self-organizationin the K-H instability are possiblein a real
collisionlessspaceplasma. In spite of the differencesin the
magnitudeof the artificialviscosityand the length of the simulation systembetween the present simulationand the previousone [Miura, 1997]the basiccharacteristics
obtainedin the
configurationspacein those two simulationruns are similar
with only a quantitativechange.Therefore we anticipatefrom
those two simulationswith different systemlengths that the
basic results

obtained

in the simulations

of the 2-D

MHD

transverseK-H instability regarding the vortex pairing, momentum transport, fast magnetosonicrarefaction inside the
vortex, appearanceof the current eddy associatedwith the
vortex, and the flow accelerationnear the periphery of the
vortex remain valid for longer simulation systems.
The presentsimulationshowsthat the anomalousviscosity
definedby (27) becomesnegativeduringthe evolutionof the
K-H instability.This meansthat the velocity shear is at times
increasedwith time rather than relaxedduring the evolutionof
the K-H instability. In addition, the plasma density and the
pressureinsidethe vortexbecomesmallerand smallerwith the
developmentof the vortexpairing,and thusthe densitygradient increases with time. These two features, which seem to
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reconcilesthe apparent inconsistencybetween the simulation
of Miura [1984] and the simulationsof Wu [1986] and Manuel
and Samson[1993] regardingthe magnitudeof the momentum
transportby the instability.Wu [1986]suggested
on the basisof
simulationsof the spatially evolving K-H instability that the
momentum transport associatedwith the K-H instability is
much more important than that calculatedby Miura [1984],
andManuel and Samson[1995] obtainedan anomalousviscosity much larger than that obtainedby Miura [1984]. This dis-

crepancybetweensimulationresultsof Miura [1984]and those
of Wu [1986] and Manuel and Samson[1993] regardingthe
magnitude of the anomalousmomentum transport by the instabilityis ascribableto the fact that in the simulationof Miura
[1984] the vortex pairing was not allowed and therefore the
anomalousviscosityobtainedby his studyis small becauseit is
due only to the growth of the fastestgrowingvortex, while the
simulationsof spatial developmentof the K-H instability by
Wu [1986] and Manuel and Samson[1993] allowedthe vortex
pairingsand thusyielded a much larger momentumtransport
or the anomalousviscosity.
The present self-organizationmechanismin the 2-D K-H
instabilitymay be applicableto a wide variety of phenomena
observedin space,whichare due to shearedflow.For example,
it hasbeen suggested[e.g.,Prigogine,1980]that an emergence
of a large vortex out of small vortices excited by the K-H
instabilityin the wind shearmay be responsiblefor the appearanceof the great red spotin Jupiter'satmosphere.In practical
problemssuchas the K-H instabilityat the magnetopauseand
at the bow shock[Leboeufet al., 1981;Murawskiand Steinolfson, 1996] the spatialgrowthof the K-H instability[Brownand
Roshko, 1974; Wu, 1986; Manuel and Samson, 1993; Thomas
and Winske,1993;Weiand Lee, 1993]is more commonthan the
temporal growthastreated here. Sincethosesimulationsof the
spatial growth of the K-H instability using the nonperiodic
boundary condition [Wu, 1986; Manuel and Samson, 1993;
Thomasand Winske,1993; Wei and Lee, 1993] show vortex
pairingsin the downstreamthe appearanceof the successive
vortex pairingsor the self-organizationin the 2-D K-H instability is rather insensitiveto the choice of the boundary condition in the initial flow direction.In suchspatialgrowthof the
K-H instability the large momentum transport by the vortex
pairing in the K-H instability is expectedin the downstream
region of the shearedplasmaflow. It followsthat a very large
momentum transport is expectedacrossthe distant tail magnetopausebecausethe vorticesundergoseveralvortex pairings
before they reach the tail magnetopause.Since the temporal
evolution of the K-H instability in the present study can be
transformedto a spatial growth along the velocity shear layer
[Miura, 1997]it is suggested
that small-scale
vorticescreatedby
the instabilitynear the subsolarmagnetopause
evolveinto global-scalevorticesin the distant magnetospherictail. The simple estimatebased on the simulationresultssuggeststhat the
four or five vortex pairingsoccurbefore the vorticesreach the
distant tail magnetopause.Therefore the wavelength of the

contradict the secondlaw of thermodynamics,arise because
the present systemwith flow is not in the thermodynamic
equilibrium state and indeed the systemis far from equilibrium. If a much larger artificialviscosityis added to the system
or a sufficientlylong time elapses,it will reach an ultimate
thermodynamicequilibriumstatewhere the plasmais at rest
and there is no structure.The presentfinal self-organizedstate
characterizedby the appearanceof a large isolatedvortex is a
metaequilibriumstate [Fineet al., 1995].
It shouldbe emphasizedhere that a real viscositydetermines
only ultimate dissipationof vorticityand energyat smallscales,
but the transportof momentum and energyitself is governed
by macroscopicvorticesexcitedby the K-H instability.This is
analogousto the ordinary hydrodynamics,wherein the kinematic viscositydeterminesonly the ultimate dissipationof vorticity and energyat small scalesbut the transport of momen- vortexbecomes
24 "- 25 = 16 --- 32 timesas long as the
tum itself is essentiallydue to turbulent eddies. Figure 16 wavelengthof the linearly fastestgrowingvortex. If the fastest
showsthat when the linearlyfastestgrowingmode (vortex) is growing vortex has a wavelength of 1.ORe near the dayside
growing, the anomalous viscosity •'anoat x = 0 reaches magnetopause,its wavelengthbecomes---32Re in the distant
---0.03 ß 2aVo. When the third vortex pairing begins, it tail magnetopause,which is comparable to the size of the
reaches1.5 ß2a Vo. If a further vortex pairing and growth of magnetosphere.Therefore the basiccharacteristicsof the K-H
a subharmonicwith a longer wavelength are allowed, the instabilitysuchasthe momentumtransportappearson a global
anomalousviscositywill become larger than this value. This scale at the distant tail magnetopause.The relevance of the
increase of the anomalousviscositywith the vortex pairings self-organization,which is manifeston the nonlinear develop-
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ment of the K-H instability,to observedphenomenain space,
such as the magnetopauseK-H instability,will be discussed
more quantitatively elsewhere. In particular, this selforganizationhypothesisof the magnetopauseK-H instability
will be tested againstreported observationsof the magnetopauseoscillationin a later publication.Notice that the present
simulation,wherein the initial magneticfield is assumedto be
everywhereperpendicularto the flow is consideredto be a case
for interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) due north, when the
magnetopause is most susceptible to the K-H instability
[Miura, 1995a,b]. Notice also in Figures 10-12 that the vortices or vortical flows are located inside the velocity shear region,i.e., in the magnetospheric
region,while the centerof the
vorticity in Figure 9 and the centersof current eddiesin Figures 10-12 are located at the center of the velocity shear
region,i.e., at the magnetopause.This is becausethe vorticity,
the magneticfield, and the electriccurrentare independentof
an observinginertial frame, i.e., invariant for the Galilean
transformation,whereas the flow velocity, the vortical flow,
and hence the location of the vortex are dependent on an
observinginertial frame (Galilean variant).Althoughthe vortical flowsare locatedin the magnetosphereinsidethe velocity
shearlayer when the rest frame of the magnetosphereis used
as an inertial frame as in the present simulation [see also
Miura, 1992, 1995b], the centersof the vortical flows are located at the center of the velocity shear layer, i.e., at the
magnetopause,when a simulationis done in an inertial frame
in which the flow is antisymmetricand the vorticesare stationary [Miura, 1984].
In summary,the presentstudyhas establishedthat the successivevortex pairingsin the nonlinear evolution of the twodimensional MHD transverseK-H instability are an emergence of the self-organization process resulting from the
interplayof the nonlinearityand the dissipation(viscosityin
the presentcase),whichcausesthe irreversibility.Althoughthe
K-H instabilityis essentiallyan inviscidphenomenon(viscosity
playsonly a stabilizingrole and not a destabilizingrole), the
self-organizationin its nonlinearstage,i.e., the successive
vortex pairingsin the nonlinear stage,is due to viscosity,which
leadsto selectivedissipation.The self-organization
leadsto an
emergenceof a large-scalevortex out of a train of small-scale
vorticesin the early stageby the inversecascade.The dependenceof the self-organizationon the magnitudeof the viscosity
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